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Abstract

It is more than thirty years since Ayatollah Khomeini, the supreme leader of Iran, issued a fatwa (religious decree) calling for the execution of the British-Indian novelist Salman Rushdie, whose third novel, *The Satanic Verses*, was published in 1988. But the ‘Rushdie Affair’ has yet to be subject to a sustained analysis by historians. Journalists and political scientists continue to focus on the fatwa, despite the fact the protests against the novel in Britain – where *The Satanic Verses* is primarily set – predated Khomeini’s decree by two months. This article fills this lacuna by shifting attention onto the emergence of the campaign against *The Satanic Verses* in Britain and in Bradford especially, where a copy of Rushdie’s ‘blasphemous’ novel was infamously burnt by Muslim protestors. It shows how an earlier set of campaigns fought in Bradford by Muslim activists paved the way for the city to become a key site of protest against both Rushdie and his novel. The protests that greeted *The Satanic Verses* were shaped by the contradictory nature of Britain’s emergence as a multicultural society, I argue, and the political complexities thrown up by the hybridized milieu Rushdie had sought to use his fiction to evoke.

It is more than thirty years since Ayatollah Khomeini, the supreme leader of Iran, issued a fatwa or religious decree calling for the execution of the British-Indian novelist Salman Rushdie, whose third novel, *The Satanic Verses* (*TSV*), was published in September 1988. Like his previous novels, including the Booker award-winning *Midnight’s Children* (1981), *TSV* is concerned with the changing nature of post-colonial identities in the Indian subcontinent.¹ But Rushdie shifted his focus onto how these identities could be refashioned

among those formerly colonial subjects who, like him, had made homes for themselves in the one-time imperial metropole. The novel is also about a loss of religious faith. Drawing on elements of Rushdie’s own biography, including his upbringing in a culturally Muslim household in newly independent India, it parodied key episodes in the history of the role played by the Prophet Mohammed in the establishment of Islam. It was this element of the book that prompted Khomeini, in a broadcast on Radio Tehran in February 1989, to declare that TSV had been ‘published in opposition to Islam, the Prophet and the Koran [sic].’ As a result, Khomeini announced, he was sentencing Rushdie and his publishers to death.2

Throughout the 1980s, Rushdie was a vocal critic of both the British government and the police for what he saw as their failure to seriously address the problem of racism—a problem that was so acute, Rushdie argued in 1982, that it represented a crisis ‘of the society’s entire sense of itself.’3 In the days after Khomeini’s fatwa, however, Rushdie became reliant on the British state for the provision of twenty-four-hour protection by police officers, a situation that would persist in different forms for almost ten years.4 This is one of the many ironies at the heart of what became known as the Rushdie Affair. TSV received mixed reviews from critics, for instance, some of whom argued the novel was a folie de grandeur and loquacious to the point of unreadability.5 Yet, as a result of the publicity Khomeini’s fatwa gave the book, TSV sold over a million hardback copies.6 Meanwhile, throughout the 1980s, Britain’s South Asian communities were victims of a spate of racist street violence often orchestrated by the far right.7 Yet, unlike Rushdie, this population did not always receive the police protection they required.8 But for Rushdie, the biggest irony was the apparent disconnect between his initial hope that TSV be read as a ‘love song’ to what he understood as the ‘migrant condition’ in Britain, and the way the book was received among some of those same immigrant communities whose experiences Rushdie was seeking to evoke.9 ‘The saddest irony of all’, Rushdie wrote following the decision of a group of British Muslim protestors to publicly burn a copy of his book in Bradford in West Yorkshire in January 1989, was that ‘after working for five years to give voice and fictional flesh to the immigrant culture of which I am myself

a member, I should see my book burned, largely unread, by the people it’s about.10

The Rushdie Affair is often read through the prism of the fatwa. Yet, the British protests predated Khomeini’s decree by over two months. The enduring emphasis on the fatwa is partly explained by the immense toll it placed on Rushdie’s day-to-day life and personal relationships, including his relationship with his son, who was just nine years old when the fatwa was declared.11 It is also because of the geopolitical fallout from the fatwa. This included rioting in Bombay, Rushdie’s place of birth, the severing of diplomatic ties between Iran and the UK, and what was interpreted as an attempt by Khomeini to reassert his literalist interpretation of Islam both in post-revolutionary Iran and the wider Muslim world.12 The impression that was created was that of a ‘mullah with a long arm’, as Rushdie put it, who was ‘reaching out across the world to squeeze the life out of him’.13 The threat that continued to be posed by the fatwa was crystallized in the early 1990s when attempts were made on the lives of TSV’s Italian translator and Norwegian publisher; in July 1991, the novel’s Japanese translator, Hitoshi Igarashi, was stabbed to death.14 Yet, polls suggested that the majority of British Muslims opposed the fatwa, not least because most were Sunni Muslims who rejected the idea that imams had the authority to make such interventions.15 This is not to imply that there was not significant opposition to what Rushdie had written among British Muslims, as the Bradford book burning shows. But it is to argue that the ongoing focus on the fatwa has meant that, as the political theorist Bhikhu Parekh put it, ‘no one asked why [the protest] took place in Bradford or what special factors led up to it’.16 This is in no small part as a result of the fact that the Rushdie Affair has yet to be subject to a sustained analysis by historians, with existing accounts dominated by literary critics, journalists, and social scientists.17 In what follows, then, I hone in on the pre-fatwa story in

11 Rushdie, Joseph Anton, p. 147.
13 Rushdie, Joseph Anton, p. 96.
Britain, and show how an earlier set of campaigns fought in Bradford by Muslim activists – which were in many ways a product of Britain’s often-contradictory status as a multicultural society – paved the way for the city to become a key site of protest against both Rushdie and his novel.

The genesis of the Rushdie Affair is in part another example of what historians now stress as the centrality of diasporic ties to Britain’s post-colonial emergence as a multicultural society.18 There were protests against TSV in India and Pakistan in October and November 1988, and British Muslims were alerted to what was identified as the book’s offensive passages by the publicity this generated across the *Umma* (global community of Muslim believers).19 Rushdie’s own biography is itself testament to the lived experience of diaspora and what the cultural theorist Homi Bhabha emphasized as the ‘liminality’ and ‘hybridity’ of the migrant experience.20 Rushdie was born into a well-heeled Indian family in June 1947, the eve of independence and partition.21 Like many post-colonial immigrants, he moved to Britain in 1961, the year before the first, highly racialized controls were introduced to curtail black and Asian immigration from Britain’s former colonies. However, Rushdie’s perspective was also unusual in several important ways, not least in his family wealth that saw his parents pay for him to attend boarding school in Britain. He was at more than once remove from the ethnic diversity that accelerated in Britain’s cities during the second half of the twentieth century. In Bradford, for instance, the local South Asian, predominately Muslim population mostly came from rural villages in Mirpur, Attock, and the Sylhet region of what is now Bangladesh.22 In the mid-1960s, the average weekly wage in Mirpur was the equivalent of thirty-seven pence, and the majority of immigrants from such regions arrived in Britain with little or no English.23 The introduction of immigration controls in 1962 actually contributed to a substantial increase in South Asian immigration, as the predominately male migrants already in


Britain sent for family members in an effort to ‘beat the ban’.²⁴ The Pakistani population of Bradford grew from 3,376 in 1961 to 12,250 a decade later, with the number of Pakistani women in the city increasing over the same period from 81 to 3,160.²⁵ By the mid-1980s, the South Asian population of Bradford was approaching 60,000 people.²⁶ In this context, the heightened importance placed on family life helped stimulate increased religious organisation, with the number of mosques in Bradford mushrooming from one in 1959 to more than thirty-five by 1989.²⁷

In Bradford, many of these mosques contributed to the campaign against TSV, a process marshalled by the Bradford Council for Mosques (CFM), an umbrella organization that had been established with financial assistance from the local council in 1981.²⁸ This development shows how the Rushdie Affair should also be understood as being the product of a particular moment in the politics of multicultural Britain, and of a shift in emphasis that emerged – particularly at local level – with respect to the management of Britain’s ethnic minority population.

In 1965, the first legislation that outlawed racism in places of ‘public resort’ was passed in the shape of the Labour government’s Race Relations Act.²⁹ The Act – which was the first of its kind in Europe – also made the incitement of racial hatred a crime.³⁰ Religious discrimination was excluded from the Act, however, and at this time race relations was primarily conceptualized as a binary issue that concerned the relationship between ‘white’ and ‘coloured’ individuals.³¹ For Sam Selvon, the Trinidad-born writer whose novels about the immigrant experience in London preceded TSV, in the 1960s ‘as long as you were not white you were black, and it did not matter if you came from Calcutta or Port of Spain’.³²

²⁵ Lewis, Islamic Britain, pp. 54–5.
²⁶ David James, Bradford (Halifax, 1990), p. 177
³⁰ Chin, The crisis of multiculturalism, p. 90.
By the early 1980s, however, a different atmosphere had emerged, influenced by North American ideas of ‘cultural pluralism’ and ‘multiculturalism’.33 The 1976 Race Relations Act went further than any previous attempt at addressing racism in Britain.34 It outlawed indirect as well as direct discrimination in a range of areas, and demanded that local authorities take proactive steps towards the promotion of ‘good relations...between persons of different racial groups’.35 What this meant in practice became apparent over the subsequent decade.36 Councils like Bradford and the Greater London Council began allocating funding to organizations seen as well placed to bring about better race relations.37 And this increasingly included groups that identified primarily on religious rather than on racial terms.38 Some commentators, including Rushdie, positioned the increased focus on religion as a neocolonial attempt by the British state to divide a hitherto united black movement.39 But in Bradford, this was a more dynamic process than such analyses suggest. As I show in the latter part of this article, Bradford council was often pushed into action by Muslim activists, who throughout the 1980s successfully developed a form of street politics which would come to define the campaign against TSV. The ongoing fallout from the Rushdie Affair continues to be tied to the politics of free speech.40 Yet, focusing on the origins of the protests against TSV in Britain underscores how this was inseparable from a democratic process whereby the assertive presence of ethnically diverse populations forced the state to develop modes of governance that attempted to respond to the implications of what we might think of as ‘actually existing’ multiculturalism in Britain’s major cities, and increasingly in its provincial conurbations.41

33 Chin, The crisis of multiculturalism, pp. 11–16; Buettner, Europe after empire, pp. 322–414. See also Steven Vertovec and Susanne Wessendorf, eds., The multiculturalism backlash: European discourses, policies and practices (Abingdon, 2010); Tariq Modood, Multiculturalism (Cambridge, 2007), p. 3.  
thrown up by the hybridized milieu that Rushdie had initially hoped his novel would celebrate.

Rushdie characterized TSV as a celebration of ‘hybridity, impurity, intermingling, [and] the transformation that comes of new and unexpected combinations of human beings, cultures, ideas, politics, movies, [and] songs’. He had toyed with the idea of calling the novel Rivers of Blood, in reference to the Conservative MP Enoch Powell’s incendiary speech on immigration in April 1968. Rushdie’s aim, according to the notes he made when writing TSV, was to focus on movement: what it felt like ‘being now this now that…a man holding a spar of driftwood, losing things like a man with holes in his pockets’. For Bhabha, the final version of the novel was best read through an anti-essentialist lens that stressed ‘the migrant culture of “in between”’, and the ‘ambivalent process of splitting and hybridity’ that migration necessarily entails. This was achieved through the kaleidoscopic range of influences contained within the novel, from Indian film, science fiction, and the diverse street vernacular of Bombay to Latin American magic realism, TV shows, and, most controvversially, satirical reinterpretations of the Quran. It was an approach typical of the fashion in the 1980s for the ‘cultural grammars of postmodernism’, though it also echoed the ‘creolized’ attempts to fictionalize the migrant experience in Britain produced by West Indian writers like Selvon and George Lamming. As Stuart Hall has argued, this body of work was in many respects a project to rewrite the English novel, ‘to turn a colonial inheritance inside out’ by writing books that ‘reverberate with other stories and histories’. In TSV, the theme of hybridity is embodied by the novel’s coprotagonists, Saladin Chamcha and Gibreel Farishta, who miraculously land on Hastings beach after the plane they had been travelling on from India explodes in midair.

Chamcha and Farishta are opposites of one another and representative of ‘two different ideas of migrant identity’. Chamcha is a Bombay-born voice-over actor who, like Rushdie, was enrolled by his father at an English public

---
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school in 1961. He has anglicized his name from Salahuddin Chamchawala, wears a bowler hat and pinstriped suit and attempts to erase all traces of his Indian accent in an effort to be ‘a goodandproper Englishman’, the opposite of what the novel’s narrator dismisses as the ‘riff-raff from villages in Sylhet’. On his dramatic return to Britain after a holiday in Bombay, however, Chamcha undergoes a transformation into a kind of ‘devil-goat’, replete with horns, hooves, and bad breath. Chamcha not only becomes a grotesque embodiment of the racist understanding that black and Asian immigrants were fundamentally incompatible with British cultural norms. His transformation also forces him to reckon with the realities faced by those immigrant communities who never enjoyed the same socio-economic advantages.

Farishta, meanwhile, boards the same plane as Chamcha, having decided to abandon an acting career to migrate to Britain. Upon his descent from the plane, Gibreel Farishta – which translates from Urdu as the Angel Gabriel, a figure revered in Islam for having brought the Quran from God to the Prophet Mohammed – develops a halo and sets about attempting to ‘tropicalize’ British culture through an assertive embrace of his own Indian identity, something symbolized by Farishta’s celebration of Bollywood cinema. Whereas Chamcha is ‘imperially hungover’ and admires ‘Britishness’ in spite of the discrimination he has faced, Farishta is scornful of it, even if he himself is changed by his encounters in Britain as the novel progresses. Farishta arrives on Hastings beach like William the Conqueror, quotes the anti-colonial theory of Frantz Fanon and plays a leading role in Rushdie’s fictionalized depiction of the 1981 Brixton riots. Whereas Chamcha is ‘seeking to be transformed into the foreignness he admires’, Farishta is ‘intent on some reverse colonization’ as a ‘belated postcolonial’ whose disruptive presence, Bhabha suggests, ‘marginalizes and singularizes the totality of the national culture’.

The respective positions taken up by Chamcha and Farishta are never entirely successful in their own right; in Rushdie’s telling, neither offers a complete answer to the immigrant’s dilemma. And it was Rushdie’s attempt at interrogating the psychic consequences of what he positions as the irresolvable tension at the heart of the diasporic inheritance that contributed to what would become the most controversial sections of the novel. Part of
the reason Farishta decides to leave Bombay for Britain is the sudden loss of his Islamic faith. Early on in the novel, drawing on Rushdie’s own experience of eating pork for the first time in Britain, where the ‘failure of the Almighty to strike him dead’ confirmed his creeping atheism, Rushdie has Farishta eat bacon so quickly that it hangs from the corners of his mouth.61 Farishta implores Allah to respond with a divine sign before concluding that, ‘with pigs falling out of his face’, he was ‘talking to thin air’.62 Following Farishta’s arrival in Britain, however, it becomes obvious that he is in the midst of a psychological breakdown that leads him to believe that he is actually the Archangel Gabriel.63 As the novel progresses, Rushdie dramatizes Farishta’s psychotic episodes through a series of dream sequences that parody key episodes in the history of Islam and the Quran itself – including the contentious ‘Satanic Verses’ incident in the Quran’s fifty-third chapter.64 Part two of the novel plays with the story of the Prophet Mohammed’s attempts at establishing Islam in Mecca in the seventh century. Rushdie substitutes Mecca for ‘Jahilia’ (the pre-Islamic era or ‘period of ignorance’), a fictional city composed of sand, and Muhammad for ‘Mahound’, a historically derogatory term that was used to depict Mohammed as a false prophet.65 In the novel, and drawing on Western scholarship of the history of Islam that has since been criticized for rehearsing Orientalist caricatures, Rushdie depicts the ‘businessman-turned-prophet’ Mahound as being willing to enter into a deal with the authorities of Jahilia.66 If Mahound agrees to endorse the divinity of three pagan goddesses alongside Allah, Islam will officially be recognized and Mahound will be permitted to join the Jahilia ruling council. In the Quran itself, the Prophet Mohammed is seemingly delivered the revelation about the possible divinity of the three goddesses by the Archangel Gabriel, but realizes that key passages had in fact been ‘put upon [his] tongue’ by Satan.67 The verses were satanic rather than divine because any acknowledgement of the three goddesses meant ‘reducing God to their level’ and an abandonment of Islamic monotheism.68 The Prophet Mohammed is subsequently delivered a new, holy revelation to replace it.69 Farishta’s fever dream about Jahilia in TSV, therefore, was Rushdie’s attempt to imagine why Mohammed initially accepted the first, ‘false’ revelation.70

63 McLeod, Postcolonial London, p. 152; Ruthven, A satanic affair, p. 16.
70 Rushdie, Joseph Anton, p. 44.
The passage was controversial not only because it offered a reading of the Prophet that implied he was open to political bargaining to further his agenda. It also called into question the act of Islamic revelation itself, and positioned this as something that was ‘at best, sincere but delusional and, at worst, self serving and cynical’. There are other parts of the novel that would prove to be equally controversial. In one passage, a character bemoans the rules that Mahound had come to demand adherence to, rules about which hand to use when cleaning one’s behind, how much to eat and sleep, and which sexual positions to adopt. Through Farishta’s dreams, Rushdie depicts a brothel in Jahilia called Hijab, the Arabic word for ‘cover’ and the name of the headscarf worn by some Muslim women. The brothel is staffed by women who increase their earnings by taking the names of the Prophet Mohammed’s twelve wives; the most popular sex worker in the brothel, the fifteen-year-old Ayesha, entertains clients by assuming the name and persona of Mohammed’s favourite wife.

Such iconoclasm illustrates a critical tension at the heart of Rushdie’s literary project. In the context of the protests against TSV in Britain and Khomeini’s fatwa, Rushdie often sought to highlight the book’s attempts at exploring the immigrant psyche while at the same time aligning himself with this habitus by emphasizing his own status as an Indian-born writer in Britain. In February 1990, for example, Rushdie declared that ‘if The Satanic Verses is anything, it is a migrant’s eye view of the world. It is written from the very experience of uprooting, disjuncture [and] metamorphosis...that is the migrant condition.’ Statements like these downplayed Rushdie’s detachment from the economic realities and social experiences in Britain’s ethnically diverse inner cities. Rushdie was initially educated at the Cathedral and John Connon School in Bombay, for example, which had been established in 1922 to educate the children of British colonial administrators. Rushdie’s father, a barrister-cum-businessman with inherited wealth from Rushdie’s grandfather (a leather-and-cloth magnate), regarded himself as being one rung below India’s ‘super-rich’ elite. In 1961, Rushdie was sent by his parents to board at Rugby School in Warwickshire, one of the most expensive public schools in the world. In October 1965, Rushdie followed in his father’s footsteps to

---
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read history at King’s College, Cambridge, and the ease with which he fitted into this environment did not always endear him to peers. ‘A lot of us were grammar school lads’, a contemporary of Rushdie’s remembered, and however much Rushdie ‘tried subsequently to present himself as the outsider, we actually felt alienated from him by education’. Upon graduating from Cambridge, following a stint working in Karachi for Pakistan’s television service, in 1969 Rushdie settled in London, found employment as an advertising copywriter, and began work on what would become his first, generally overlooked, published novel, *Grimus* (1975).

This is not to argue, as one commentator suggested following the publication of *TSV*, that Rushdie was able to sidestep British racism because of his expensive education, ‘pale skin’, and ‘impeccable English voice’. While at Rugby, for instance, Rushdie caught one of his classmates scrawling ‘Wogs Go Home’ on a wall, and Rushdie believed his status as a ‘coloured immigrant’ meant that he was considered ‘below even working-class status’. But it is to argue that Rushdie had little first-hand experience with the discrimination in areas such as housing and policing that he would subsequently attempt to evoke in *TSV*. His secular perspective also put him at odds with the increased role that organized religion played in the lives of immigrants from the Indian subcontinent. Rushdie’s brand of secularism stressed that ‘everything is worth discussing...There are no subjects which are off limits and that includes God.’ He positioned a loss of religious faith as one possible outcome of what he saw as the syncretism of the immigrant sensibility. But as I show in the remainder of this article, it was this element of Rushdie’s work that led to large-scale protests among a British Muslim community who were experiencing the same dilemmas that, in *TSV*, Rushdie set out to portray.

II

On 5 October 1988, India became the first country to formally ban *TSV*. This was largely as a result of pressure applied by a number of Muslim opposition MPs to the Indian prime minister, Rajiv Gandhi. The Janata MP Syed Shahabuddin described the novel as ‘a deliberate insult to Islam and the...
holy prophet and an intentional device to outrage religious feelings’. 
Ironically – given how quickly the debate around TSV became enmeshed in Orientalist notions of a struggle between the ‘civilised standards’ of the West and those whose values, as the former Labour MP Robert Kilroy-Silk put it following the Iranian fatwa, were ‘fashioned in less civilised times and places’ – the architecture used by the Indian government to ban the book was Article 295A of India’s penal code. This had first been introduced by the British Raj to criminalize the deliberate ‘outraging’ of ‘religious feelings’.

Within days of the Indian ban, British Muslims mobilized against the novel. On 9 October, Dr Zaki Badawi, chairman of the Imams and Mosques Council of Great Britain, which had been established in London in 1983, described TSV as an ‘outrageous attack’ that ‘mocks our religion’, and wrote to 300 mosques across Britain to alert them to the issue. A protest group was quickly established with involvement from Sher Azam, who for most of the 1980s had been president of the Bradford CFM. In a circular issued on 28 October, the UK Action Committee on Islamic Affairs described TSV as a ‘blasphemous and filthily abusive novel’ that was ‘the most offensive…book ever written by any hostile enemy of Islam’. At the end of October, the Islamic current affairs magazine Impact International, which had been established by the Pakistani scientist Hashir Faruqi in 1971 and had over 20,000 subscribers, ran a feature on TSV and a front page that depicted Rushdie as a horned Satan. The feature declared British Muslims to be ‘shocked and outraged beyond any describable measure by the enormity of this outrage’. It described Rushdie as ‘a self-hating Anglo-Indian’ who was ‘totally alienated from his culture’, and appealed to his publishers, Viking-Penguin, to withdraw and pulp the book, to make an unqualified apology to Muslims, and to pay damages equal to the profits that had been made from sales of the novel.

The editorial concluded by advising readers to pursue these demands only using ‘civilised’ and ‘legitimate’

---
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means. Rushdie should be left ‘all to himself and to his charmed circle of “literary critics”’.

It is worth pausing here to register the provincial dimension of the protests that followed in Britain in late 1988, which were not only far removed from London literary circles but also from what sociologists would come to conceptualize as the ‘superdiversity’ of the capital, the ‘immigrant London’ referred to by Rushdie in TSV as ‘Brickhall’ (an amalgamation of the ethnically diverse districts of Brixton, Brick Lane, and Southall). In mid-November, for example, the president of the Pakistan Welfare Association of Peterborough – which had a Muslim community comprising some 6,000 people, approximately 6 per cent of the city’s total population – accused Rushdie of being a ‘crackpot’ and argued that for the sake of ‘community relations’ TSV should be withdrawn from shops. This was followed by calls for a ban on the book in Huddersfield, Leicester, and at a protest outside Bolton Town Hall on 2 December, which was attended by as many as 7,000 people, the first public burning of the novel. However, perhaps because of its location in a town with poor connections to London, even the Bolton book burning was ignored by all but the local press. For Liaquat Hussein, who in 1991 succeeded Sher Azam as president of Bradford CFM, it was this lack of coverage that led to a shift in emphasis to Bradford, which not only had the second largest concentration of Muslims in the country but also an umbrella organization that – unlike in Birmingham, the city with the largest concentration of Muslims – was not divided along sectarian lines. This time, with the help of a London-based solicitor, the national media were informed in advance of the protest. Although the ensuing rally was much smaller than in Bolton, with an estimated crowd of 1,000 people, the resulting photographs of Hussein and Sayed Abdul Quddus, the joint secretary of the Bradford CFM, overseeing the burning of TSV on 14 January 1989 outside police headquarters in Bradford city centre, made headlines globally.

At the rally, people carried banners with slogans including ‘Ban The Satanic Verses’, ‘Rushdie Eat Your Words’ and, on a banner carried by a group of boys,
'Rushdie Stinks'. There was a tension between the aims of the organizers and the way the protest was often interpreted by the British media. In a press release distributed in advance of the protests, the CFM pitched its argument in a way that would not have been entirely out of place in the debates leading up to the decision to outlaw the incitement of racial hatred in Britain in 1965, which had their roots in post-war concerns about the enduring dangers of antisemitism. The CFM declared that it was committed to freedom of speech but argued that, given Britain’s emergence as a ‘multi-racial society’, there was a requisite responsibility on authors to ensure that their words would not cause offence ‘to any faith’. During the protests, Mohammed Ajeeb, the former chair of the Bradford Community Relations Council, Bradford’s first Muslim mayor, and a sitting Labour councillor, told his audience that while the protest was ‘an indication of the extreme anger which the Muslim community feels about the book’ he was nevertheless pleased that it was ‘taking place in a peaceful manner because Islam is peace’.

In the aftermath of the protests, however, the press coverage centred on what was understood to be the cultural violence of the book burning, with the Bradford protestors likened to a quasi-fascistic crowd of ‘intellectual hooligans’. Bhikhu Parekh, who a decade later would chair a government inquiry into ‘the future of multi-ethnic Britain’, sought to puncture this hyperbole by positioning the Bradford protest as primarily ‘an act of impatience’ rather than intolerance, and one that was born out of the misguided belief that the book burning stunt would stimulate a reasoned conversation about British Muslim grievances. Even if it is perhaps questionable that, as some activists claimed, the Bradford protestors were unaware of the connotations of book burning in Europe, it was Rushdie himself who did much to anchor the ensuing debate in polarized terms. In an op-ed a week after the Bradford protests, Rushdie returned to TSV to offer his own reading both of his novel and the issues posed by the protests against it. ‘Inside my novel’, Rushdie wrote, ‘characters seek to become fully human by facing up to the great facts of love, death and (with or without God) the life of the soul. Inside the novel, Rushdie continued, quoting a character from the book, “battle lines” between secularism and religion, “the light versus the dark”, are drawn up.

106 Hilliard, ‘Words that disturb the state’, pp. 786–90.
107 CFM press release, 10 Jan. 1989, BBP, 64D94/1/15/1.
111 Qureshi and Khan, *The politics of Satanic Verses*, p. i.
‘Now that battle has spread to Britain’, Rushdie concluded, ‘I can only hope it will not be lost by default. It is time for us to choose.’\textsuperscript{113}

As the literary critic Claire Chambers has pointed out, the polarized nature of this framing belied the syncretism that both critics and Rushdie himself had elsewhere positioned as being defining elements of \textit{TSV}.\textsuperscript{114} Indeed, the novel’s diversity of form, and Rushdie’s commitment to the incorporation of a heterogeneous range of influences, meant that it was always likely that different readers would have particularly varied responses to the book depending on their own socio-cultural moorings.\textsuperscript{115} If the book was, as Rushdie put it, ‘a migrant’s eye view of the world’ written by a member of Britain’s ‘immigrant culture’, his interpretation of the contrasting responses to the novel privileged specific readings of it, and reduced responses by other members of Britain’s ‘immigrant culture’ to the status of ‘inhumanity’. This was in spite of the fact that many non-immigrant Western readers – including readers at his publishers, Viking-Penguin – would likely have had only a limited understanding of the book’s central references, not least its attempt to satirize key elements in the history of Islam.\textsuperscript{116} Most importantly, while Rushdie’s response to the Bradford book burning largely set the tone for the subsequent debate about \textit{TSV} in Britain, it left little room for an understanding of the distinctive political arenas from which the UK protests against the novel emerged.\textsuperscript{117} It is to the Bradford political arena that I now turn.

\textbf{III}

In Bradford, there was a dialogue between the city council and Muslim activists stretching back at least to the 1960s, when groups including the Bradford Muslim Welfare Society attempted to find ways of alleviating the alienation faced by many Muslim immigrants in the city.\textsuperscript{118} Subsequently, as the number of Muslim children of school age grew, education became a critical focus. The Muslim Parents Association (MPA), for example, was formed in the early 1970s in response to plans to reduce the number of single-sex schools in the city, which would have impacted those Muslim parents who objected to the mixing of the sexes after puberty.\textsuperscript{119} The founder of the Association – Riaz Shahid, a Pakistani immigrant who arrived in Britain in 1958 – established the group when his daughter was unable to secure a place at a single-sex school.\textsuperscript{120}
Some of the group’s demands were extreme. In 1973, for instance, the Association wrote to the then education secretary, Margaret Thatcher, arguing that Muslim parents should be permitted to keep their daughters at home after the age of twelve.\(^{121}\) Yet, there were elements of the group’s platform that would be incorporated into the council’s education policies within years.\(^{122}\) For example, the Association played a key role in opposing the council’s controversial policy of ‘bussing’ South Asian children to schools across the city in an attempt to ensure that any given school did not have an Asian presence above 33 per cent.\(^{123}\) Bussing was abolished in Bradford in 1980, the year before the local council began to implement a broader set of ‘multicultural’ reforms that included the part funding of the CFM and, in education, the provision of halal meat for Muslim schoolchildren.\(^{124}\) The MPA had lobbied for the latter as early as 1974 as part of what Shahid heralded as ‘the age of the multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi-religious school’.\(^{125}\)

The city council’s educational reforms were set out in the early 1980s and envisaged as a way of preparing young people for ‘life in a multicultural society’, developing the ‘strengths of cultural diversity’ and responding ‘sensitively’ to the particular needs of ‘minority groups’.\(^{126}\) Bradford city council now decreed that every minority group had ‘the equal right to maintain its own identity, culture, language and customs’.\(^{127}\) The centrepiece provision of halal meat in schools began as a trial in September 1983 with the ambition within two years of an extension to any school with more than ten Muslim pupils. The reforms also decreed that schools were now obliged to set aside a space for Muslim prayer, provide information about schooling in parents’ home language, and act with ‘goodwill’ in order to accommodate ‘cultural sensitivities’ around PE classes, swimming, and drama.\(^{128}\)

The nature of the council’s response to the provisions of the 1976 Race Relations Act, and the clause that required local authorities to actively promote ‘good race relations’, was partly conditioned by the inner-city rioting that took place in Bristol, Birmingham, London, and elsewhere in the early 1980s in response to widespread unemployment, economic deprivation, and
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\(^{126}\) Local Administrative Memorandum.

\(^{127}\) Halstead, Education, justice and cultural diversity, p. 49.

a virtual breakdown in the relationship between the police and black youth. The potential for racial violence arriving on the streets of Bradford was crystallized in summer 1981 by the high-profile case of the ‘Bradford Twelve’, brought about just days before the disorder in Liverpool by the arrest of twelve young Asian men in Bradford. The men had been found in possession of thirty-eight petrol bombs that had been made in preparation for an anticipated attack on Bradford’s Asian population by the far right. The ultimately successful campaign to defend the twelve once they were charged with conspiracy to endanger life and property was marshalled by the secular United Black Youth League, among other organizations. Yet, it was the MPA that provided an additional dynamic to the council’s decision to implement its multicultural educational reforms. By the early 1980s, the Association was lobbying the council to approve the establishment of voluntary-aided Muslim schools. This was in theory an arrangement made possible by the 1944 Education Act, which allowed for independent faith schools to be funded by the Local Education Authority on the understanding that the school in question would meet a proportion of maintenance costs and subject themselves to local authority monitoring. It was a situation that led to the growth of both Catholic and Jewish voluntary-aided schools in Britain. In Bradford, however, the prospect of Muslim schools in this vein was regarded by one official as an eventuality that would lead to the ‘de facto destruction’ of Britain’s ‘common education system’. For one commentator, halal meat had been ‘thrown to the Muslim lions’ in Bradford as part of a calculation that, without such a concession, the MPA agenda on schools would become difficult to resist. However, the council’s reforms did not go unopposed. Indeed, the opposition that emerged to them as the 1980s wore on set in process a dialectic whereby Muslim groups felt obliged to defend the reforms they had partly helped to bring about. It is these campaigns in defence of the city council’s multicultural agenda that prepared the ground, in terms of tactics and ethos, for the protests against TSV at the end of the decade.

The halal method of slaughtering meat had been legalized in Britain with the passing of the 1933 Slaughter of Animals Act, which required animals to be stunned before being killed but allowed for exceptions to this on religious grounds.
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grounds. In practice, local authorities in areas with significant Muslim populations had actually implemented allowances for halal slaughtering prior to this.136 Before 1983, however, halal meat had never been provided by Bradford city council.137 Opposition to the new scheme largely came from animal rights campaigners.138 But there were allegations that – like the later campaign against halal meat in France, in which the film star Bridget Bardot played a leading role as part of her opposition to what she saw as the ‘Islamization’ of France – the respectability provided by the animal rights campaign was being used by commentators as cover for more pointed criticisms of the Muslim population.139

For Mohammed Ajeeb’s predecessor as Bradford lord mayor, Norman Free, the issue was clear-cut: ‘when in Rome’, he declared, ‘one should do as the Romans do’.140 In February 1984, the city council promised a full debate on the issue, at which point Muslim activists in Bradford mobilized. The CFM circulated a document among its constituents informing them of what was understood to be at stake, and delivered a 7,000-name petition to the council urging the implementation of the original plans for halal meat in schools.141 The organization made it clear that were the city council to fail to deliver on halal meat, the CFM might be willing to support the campaign for separate Muslim schools.142 Most significantly, the CFM also embraced the kind of high-profile protests that would subsequently come to define the campaign against TSV. On 6 March 1984, the day of the city council debate over halal meat, it asked all Muslim parents in Bradford to withdraw their children from school in protest at the prospect of the halal reforms being withdrawn.143 Two-thirds of Bradford’s 15,000 Muslim pupils were estimated to have missed school, and many attended the demonstration that had been organized by the CFM outside Bradford City Hall – adjacent to the spot at which TSV would be burnt in January 1989.144 In the end, the council voted by a margin of fifty-nine to fifteen to continue the rollout of halal meat in certain Bradford schools.145 Within months, however, another controversy over the council’s multicultural reforms emerged in Bradford. This time, it concerned the public pronouncements of Ray Honeyford, the white headmaster of Drummond Middle
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School in the Manningham district, where the South Asian, largely Muslim, student body had increased from 50 per cent of all pupils in 1980 to 95 per cent in 1985. As the city council’s reforms were being implemented, Honeyford authored a series of journalistic pieces that called into question the ethos and practice of multiculturalism. He argued that the multicultural approach was misguided in that it downplayed the fact that ‘strangers in our midst’ had their own responsibility for the ‘adjustments involved in settling in a new country’. He argued that the multicultural approach and the focus on teaching a critical view of British imperialism was rooted in what he characterized as a misguided ‘imperial guilt’. Honeyford declared that it was ironic that the same people supposedly pushing the multicultural agenda – ‘black intellectuals of aggressive disposition’, those with the ‘hysterical political temperament of the Indian subcontinent’ – enjoyed in Britain rights and privileges that, Honeyford argued, were ‘unheard of’ in their countries of origin. What multicultural education meant in practice, Honeyford suggested, referencing Bradford city council’s directive that Muslim parents should be allowed to withdraw their daughters from physical education and other classes, was the establishment of a ‘purdah mentality in schools’. Honeyford was outraged that the city council, as part of its broader package of multicultural reforms, had given parents the ability to withdraw their children from school for trips abroad – particularly in light of the fact most children were taken to Pakistan, a country Honeyford characterized as being ‘backward’, ‘intolerant’, and religiously ‘barbaric’.

The ensuing campaign against Honeyford lasted over eighteen months and utilized many of the same tactics that had proven effective in the halal meat debate. In May 1984, a 500-name petition was delivered to the council calling for Honeyford to be sacked, and a picket line was established at the school gates. In March 1985, up to 250 pupils were withdrawn from Drummond for a week, and sent by their parents to an ‘alternative school’ at the nearby Pakistani Welfare Centre. In October 1985, and backed by the CFM, the campaign organized a ‘day of action’. Parents of children at Drummond were urged not to send their children to school and instead to assemble at the picket line before marching on Bradford City Hall. Fewer than one in five pupils attended Drummond that day, and the parents of more than 4,000 Muslim pupils across
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Bradford also withdrew their children from school. The CFM called on the city council to resolve the dispute in a matter of days. Were this not to happen, it stressed, ‘then we shall be left with no option but to ask our Muslim community...to pursue all possible and peaceful means of action to ensure the removal of Mr Honeyford’. Finally, following a series of legal disputes, in December 1985 Honeyford was persuaded to accept an early retirement package and was removed from his position as headteacher.

What was significant about the Honeyford campaign, in particular, was that the CFM and other activists were able to use the city council’s commitment to multiculturalism as a rationale for their argument that it was untenable for a man with Honeyford’s views to continue leading a school like Drummond. ‘Multi-cultural education’ was positioned as an ‘essential component of...children’s education’ because it gave ‘equal importance and respect to cultures other than “British”’. Not only did Honeyford’s views go against the council’s multicultural ethos, it was argued, they also ‘grossly insulted parents’. The educational reforms that Bradford city council implemented in the early 1980s were at least partly the result of long-standing demands made by Muslim campaigners. The council’s embrace of multiculturalism in turn emboldened Muslim activists, and gave them a language through which their demands could be articulated. During the protests against Honeyford, for instance, the CFM openly questioned whether the city council was ‘seriously concerned about implementing its own multi-cultural policies’. In October 1985, just four years on from its establishment with local authority funding, the CFM declared that it had lost confidence in the city council.

Given its earlier effectiveness, it should not be surprising that the language of multiculturalism would also be deployed in the protests against TSV. ‘British society has become secular but it has also become multi-cultural...with separate groups following their own cultures and religions’, the authors of one pamphlet argued in 1989. It was not viable, the authors continued, to ‘talk of “multi-culturalism” and insult other cultures and religions in the same breath’. For one Bradford protestor, this was especially the case when religion had become ‘as much a part of [British Muslims’] essential self-definition as race or gender’. It is in this sense that those opposing the Rushdie protestors from the left, who often attended demonstrations urging Muslims to ‘fight racism, not Rushdie’, underestimated how multiculturalism provided a counterpoint to a legalistic and political climate still dominated by conceptions of race.

158 Qureshi and Khan, *The politics of Satanic Verses*, p. 3.
What made the opposition to TSV different to earlier campaigns in Bradford was that the Rushdie Affair did not have a direct connection to the city council's multicultural reforms; there was no concession to defend, and no pressure point that could be exploited. Muslim parents in Bradford were never asked by the CFM to withdraw their children from school in protest against TSV. Indeed, given the absence of a clear connection between Rushdie’s novel and the education Muslim children were receiving in Bradford, it is unlikely that, had such an appeal been made, it would have received the support it did during the halal and Honeyford campaigns. Yet, all three campaigns were products of a recognition that Muslim immigrants had moved from the status of temporary sojourners in Britain to that of permanent settlers. For the CFM’s Sher Azam, it was important to recognize that there was a new generation emerging in Britain. This generation, he argued, ‘they’re speaking English, their culture is British, and they are Muslims’. For Azam, this signified that Muslim immigrants had ‘decided to stay’.161 In Azam’s words, there are echoes of the vision of multicultural Britain embodied by the character of Farishta in TSV, who as the novel progresses sets out to undermine monolithic interpretations of British culture. However polarized the debate became, the author and his protestors were in a sense each seeking to lay claim both to the experience of ‘uprooting, disjuncture [and] metamorphosis’ that Rushdie saw as characterizing the immigrant sensibility and the diverse cultures of diaspora that were continuing to drive the ongoing emergence of multicultural Britain.162

IV

The decision by the CFM to burn TSV damaged the group’s credibility and political capital. This was heightened following the public pronouncements of some CFM members in support of Khomeini’s fatwa. Sayed Abdul Quddus, for example, was forced to resign his CFM position when he warned Rushdie that if he ever set foot in Bradford, the novelist would be ‘signing his own death warrant’.163 But this, too, obscured the extent to which, away from the emotionally charged act of book burning, the campaign against TSV in Bradford was largely rooted in the traditional forms of democratic politics that had proven to be effective in the earlier campaigns around halal meat and Ray Honeyford – petitions to elected bodies, letter-writing campaigns, slogans, pamphleting, and mass rallies.164 Indeed, it did not go unnoticed that just months before the burning of Rushdie’s novel campaigners including the MP for Islington North and future leader of the Labour party, Jeremy Corbyn, publicly burnt a copy of the Conservative government’s new immigration rules
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without any comparable outcry.\textsuperscript{165} Even in the aftermath of the furore caused by the \textit{fatwa}, Muslim groups continued their campaign against TSV largely using conventional forms of democratic protest. In Stoke-on-Trent, for example, petitions were delivered to the city’s MP and lord mayor, and taxi drivers at nine local firms went on strike.\textsuperscript{166} In May 1989, 20,000 Muslims from across the country took part in a largely peaceful demonstration in London’s Hyde Park and, over the ensuing two years, there were legal appeals to the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, the High Court and the European Court of Human Rights to attempt to extend Britain’s blasphemy laws so that they protected Islam and other minority religions, alongside the Church of England.\textsuperscript{167}

While these appeals were always likely to be unsuccessful, particularly as support coalesced around the idea of abolishing Britain’s blasphemy laws altogether, there was evidence in the broader political ether that demonstrated how, away from the Iranian \textit{fatwa}, the British campaign against TSV was not entirely outside the broad parameters of the political mainstream. As early as 1979, for example, the former head of the Law Commission (and future chair of the government inquiry into the 1981 Brixton riots) Lord Scarman used the language of multiculturalism to lend his support to the idea of extending the blasphemy law. ‘In an increasingly plural society’, he declared, ‘it is necessary not only to respect the differing religious beliefs… but also to protect them from scurrility, ridicule and contempt.’\textsuperscript{168} A decade later, at the height of the Rushdie Affair, a number of Labour MPs supported the proposed extension to the blasphemy law on similar grounds.\textsuperscript{169} By this point, however, the term ‘multiculturalism’ was becoming inseparable from heightened anxieties around British Muslims and the notion that Islam was inherently incompatible with supposed Western cultural values and moral standards.\textsuperscript{170} ‘1989 was the moment when Islamophobia became crystallized in Britain’, as one commentator put it; the Rushdie Affair was the critical turning point for Islam’s emergence as the primary target for Britain’s ‘New Right’.\textsuperscript{171} In the political arena, there were few voices willing to champion
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the syncretic milieu which was becoming a feature of everyday life in Britain’s cities, and which Salman Rushdie had attempted to eulogize in TSV. It is a final irony, then, that within three years of Rushdie finally being able to forego police protection in September 1998, the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre in New York City meant the political landscape would become dominated by the so-called ‘war on terrorism’, notions of a fundamental disconnect between the values of Islam and the Western world and the idea, as Rushdie himself suggested in the days after the Bradford book burning, that what was at stake was the outcome of a clash between “the light versus the dark”.172
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